Using the scalar and tensor virial equations, the Lane-Emden equation expressing the hydrostatic equilibrium and small oscillations around the equilibrium, we show how the cosmological constant Λ affects various astrophysical quantities important for large matter conglomeration in the universe. Among others we examine the effect of Λ on the polytropic equation of state for spherically symmetric objects and find non-negligible results in certain realistic cases. We calculate the angular velocity for non-spherical oblate configurations which demonstrates a clear effect of Λ on high eccentricity objects. We show that for oblate as well as prolate ellipsoids the cosmological constant influences the critical mass and the temperature of the astrophysical object. These and other results show that the effect of Λ is large for flat astrophysical bodies.
Introduction
It is by now an established fact that the universe accelerates faster than previously anticipated [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] . Hence some hitherto neglected ingredient (in general called Dark Energy) has to be responsible for this new phenomenon. To account for this phenomenon we can introduce new physics in terms of a scalar field [7] or modify three expressions in Einstein's equations which are often equivalent to a specific model with a scalar field. The three possibilities to account for the new physics are: the Einstein tensor, the energy-momentum tensor (this is to say, the energy momentum tensor of a fluid gets modified by the inclusion of other components, [8] or the equation of state [9] ). The first possibility encompasses a positive cosmological constant Λ and higher order gravity with a more complicated Einstein-Hilbert action [10] . In the the present work we choose to work with the cosmological constant as the simplest explanation for the acceleration of the universe. We shall put forward the question if such a cosmological model has an influence on astrophysical structures. We shall use equilibria concepts like hydrostatic equilibrium and virial equations to see how relatively low density astrophysical matter of different shapes behaves in a fast expanding universe. Anticipating the results, we can say that indeed there are some interesting effects. Often it is assumed that Λ does not have any effect on astrophysical processes which take place at scales different from the cosmological ones. Indeed, looking at the scales set by Λ, this assumption seems to be justified at the first glance. The scales set by the cosmological constant are of truly cosmological order of magnitude [11, 12] ). The density scale is set by Λ = 8πG N ρ vac with ρ vac ≃ (0.7 − 0.8)ρ crit . The length scale, r Λ = 1/ √ Λ is of the order of the Hubble radius while the mass scale M Λ = r Λ /G N reaches up to the value of the mass of the universe. These scales constitute the so-called coincidence problem, namely the question as to why we should live exactly at an epoch where the scales of the cosmological constant are also the scales of the universe. Neither was it so in the past nor will it be so in the future when the universe expands further. The only astrophysical structures which match these scales are superclusters whose densities are indeed of the order of magnitude of ρ crit . Indeed, here we can almost be sure that the cosmological constant is of relevance [13, 14] . However, probing into astrophysical consequences of the cosmological constant of other, smaller and denser structures like clusters of galaxies or even galaxies themselves, would look a hopeless undertaking unless we find circumstances where the effect of Λ (which in the very principle is present) gets enhanced. This can indeed happen through various mechanisms. For instance, in a problem where r Λ combines with a much smaller length scale, say r 0 , the effects can be sometimes expressed as r n 0 r m Λ . In consequence, the observable in which this expression enters gets affected by Λ in a way which is important at much smaller scales than r Λ . A concrete example is the Schwarzschild-de Sitter metric where we find the parameter r Λ together with the much smaller length scale of the Schwarzschild radius r s . These two conspire in the form (r s r Λ )
1/3 to define the largest extension of bound orbits as explained in the text and in [15] . We will discuss a very similar combination which emerges from the virial theorem defining the largest possible virialized structure with a given mass. Another possibility to enhance the effect of the cosmological constant is to consider non-spherical objects. It then often happens that the effect of Λ becomes (l 1 /l 2 ) k ρ vac where l i are two different length scales of a flattened object like a disk or an ellipsoid [13] . This indeed happens for many astrophysical quantities, among other the critical mass, the angular velocity and the temperature (mean velocity of the components of the large structure) which we will discuss in the present paper. Finally, we can vary a dimensional variable to see if this enhances the effect of the cosmological constant. As an example let us quote the polytropic index n in the equation of state entering also the Lane-Emden equation. It is known that with growing n (n ≥ 5) the object described by this equation of state does not have a well-defined radius as the density goes only asymptotically to zero. We will show that this pattern of behaviour becomes more dominant with Λ = 0. Of course, all these effects become stronger the more diluted the mass conglomeration is. The superclusters are certainly the best candidates if we look for astrophysical effects of the cosmological constant. As a matter of fact, they do not seem to be virialized due to the extreme low density and their pancake structure [16] where the effect of flatness mentioned above becomes powerful [13, 14] . For the next structure, the clusters of galaxies (or groups of galaxies) with densities between one and three orders of magnitude above the critical density [17] , we would need one of the enhancing factors discussed above to see an appreciable effect of Λ. This is possible in various ways as shown below. Galaxy clusters can have various forms, among others oblate and prolate [18, 19] . And what is more, they can even rotate [19] . We will show an explicit effect of Λ on their angular velocity and temperature in case the angular velocity is zero. Since the effect of large eccentricity is larger for prolate than for oblate ellipsoids, it is comforting to know that clusters can assume a prolate shape. For low-density galaxies like the Low Surface Brightness (LSB) galaxies whose density is roughly four orders of magnitude above the critical density [20, 21] , we still find some effects. For n = 5 and Λ = 0 the solution of the Lane-Emden equation [22] is very often used as a phenomenologically valid description of the density profile (called also Plummer's law [23] . This is still possible as ρ → 0 as r → ∞. However, this property vanishes for low-density galaxies and the n = 5 case not only does not have a well-defined radius, its solution does not vanish asymptotically which thus rendering it unphysical. The paper is organized as follows. In the second section we will briefly review the general form of virial theorem including pressure, magnetic fields and, of course, the cosmological constant. Here we will also discuss some general results regarding Λ. In the third section we will specialize on spherical configurations. We will show how Λ sets the scale of a maximal virial radius and compare it to a result from the Schwarzschild-de Sitter metric. We will also solve the Lane-Emden equation numerically and analytically (for the polytropic index n = 2). In the fourth section we will discuss non-spherical configurations. First, we will show how Λ affects the angular velocity of spheroids. In addition, we will discuss the effects of Λ for the critical mass, mean velocity and mean rotational velocity too. The fifth section is devoted to small oscillations around equilibrium.
2 Local dynamics with cosmological constant
Newton-Hooke spacetime
The cosmological constant enters the equations of Newtonian limit as a consequence of its appearance in the Einstein field equations. It is through this weak field limit approximation that Λ enters also in the equations describing the structure of astrophysical configurations. It is interesting to note that all variables to be found in the virial equations, are also present in the Poisson equation of the Newtonian limit. However, this is not always the reason why these terms enter the virial equations, at least in the first order. The Poisson equation for a self-gravitating system modeled as an ideal fluid is written as
where P is the pressure and U em is the electromagnetic energy density. The solution of (1) at the zeroth order of v/c (from now on we set c = 1) is written as
where the dots stand for the correction terms that appear because the boundary conditions are now set at a finite distance [11] . These terms can be usually neglected. The cosmological constant Λ > 0 contributes to the expansion of the universe. This fact remains partly valid in the Newtonian limit where Λ gives us an external force. This defines the so-called (non-relativistic) Newton-Hooke spacetime [24, 25, 26] .
The Λ-virial theorem
The second order tensor virial equation can be derived in different ways: from a statistical point of view through the collisionless Boltzmann equation, from a variational principle or by direct differentiation of the moment of inertia tensor
In the following we use the statistical approach [27] which also allows to derive higher order virial equations (for instance, the first order virial equation refers to the motion of the center of mass). In this context, from Boltzmann's equation one can derive the equation for momentum conservation (Euler's equation) written for a self gravitating system influenced by a magnetic field as
where Φ is the gravitational potential given by (2) (which includes Λ) and
is the pressure tensor, P is the pressure and π ik its traceless part. Equations (1) and (4) together with an equation of state P = P (ρ, s) (s is the entropy) complete the description of a self gravitating fluid. By taking exterior products of r k with Euler's equation and integrating over the volume of the system one obtains the second order virial equation as 1 2
where T ik is the kinetic energy tensor and |W gen ik | is a generalized potential energy tensor which contains the contribution from the gravitational potential energy tensor W N ik and the contributions of magnetic field through
The other quantities are defined as follows
together with
A very useful version of the virial equation can be derived by assuming an isotropic pressure tensor and taking the trace in (6) . This way we get the scalar Λ-virial equation
where the total kinetic energy is written as
The equilibrium condition is reached forÏ = 0. This gives us the general Λ-virial theorem
For rotating configurations with constant angular velocity, the kinetic term is modified as in the standard way as
with R ij the rotational kinetic energy tensor and T ik is referred to motions observed from the rotating reference frame. The Λ-virial theorem has been used in different contexts in [12, 13, 28, 29] . In the present work we will extend these studies.
General consequences
The tensor virial equation is widely used in many astrophysical applications. The inclusion of Λ provides a new way to study effects of the cosmological constant (parameters , in general) on astrophysical objects. The outcome depends essentially on two factors: the geometry of the configuration and the density profile. We will explore the spherical geometry for both constant and varying density profiles and study some effects for non spherical geometry with constant density. The consequences that can be derived from the Λ-virial theorem can be classified in two categories. The first one puts an upper bound on the cosmological constant or alternatively a lower bound on density of objects in gravitational equilibrium. Provided these bounds are satisfied, we can also study in the second step the effects of Λ on other properties of the astrophysical configurations like rotation, small oscillations etc. The first simple consequence of the virial equation emerges if we require the system to satisfy (12) . The fact that K > 0 implies an upper bound on the vacuum energy density
All systems in equilibrium have to satisfy (14) . Note that the right hand side of this expression is a function of both the density and the geometry of the system. Hence, we must expect different bounds for different geometries and density profiles. For instance, if we assume a constant density and B = 0, we can defineW N andĨ through
such that the bound written in (14) becomes
The factor A which is only a function of the geometry (if we neglect the contribution of magnetic fields), will appear in many places in the paper. Its relevance lies in the fact that it enhances the effect of the cosmological constant for geometries far from spherical symmetry when A is large. A useful generalization can be done for situations in which we use the tensor form of the virial equation, namely
Finally, a curious equation can be derived by eliminating Λ from the tensor virial equations:
Although Λ does not enter this equation, (18) is only valid if the denominator is non-zero as is the case with Λ = 0. In Sect. 4 we will use this equality to infer a relation between the geometry and rotational velocity of an ellipsoid. Having discussed the general form of the virial theorem, we will discuss now the effects of Λ and set B = 0.
Spherical configurations
The tensor virial equation is trivially satisfied for spherically symmetric configuration without a magnetic field, since W N ik = δ ik W N and I ik = δ ik I. Therefore, in this section we use only the scalar form of (6).
Constant density
Explicit expressions can be derived in the spherical case with constant density, with
In this case the ratio ρ vac /ρ does not get enhanced much by the geometrical factor A. Worth mentioning is the result from general relativity. There the upper bound for the cosmological constant comes out as Λ ≤ 4πG Nρ [30, 31] whereρ is the mean density defined byρ = M/V . This bound is derived not only from Newtonian astrophysics, but also from a general relativistic context via the Tolmann-Oppenheimer-Volkoff equation [32] for hydrostatic equilibrium of compact objects [12, 31] . Another relevant effect of the cosmological constant is the existence of a maximal virial radius of a spherical configuration which can be calculated from the Λ-virial equation. Using the expressions for |W N | and I given before, equation (10) yields as a cubic equation for the virial radius R vir
Here we introduced the dimensionless temperature η as
where µ is the mass of the average member of the configuration, k B is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature and r s is defined by
The length scale r Λ is set by the the cosmological constant as
h 70 ≈ 0.7 is dimensionless Hubble parameter [33] and Ω vac = ρ vac /ρ crit ≈ 0.7 is the density parameter at the present time. The positive real root of equation (19) is given by
where R vir (0), is radius for the configuration at η = 0 is given by
and the dimensionless parameter x is defined as
The radius R vir (0) is the largest radius that a spherical homogeneous cloud may have in virial equilibrium (i.e, satisfying (12)). The function ̟(η) can be obtained from the solution of the cubic equation and reads (clarified in the appendix A)
(26) Figure 1 shows the behavior of ̟(η) for different values of x. We see that the increase of the temperature implies a decrease of the effects of Λ which can be easily checked if we solve R vir from the virial theorem with Λ = 0 and compare it to the approximation η → ∞ in (23):
We can consider (23) as a radius-temperature relation for a fixed mass applied on astrophysical structures in a single state of equilibrium in the presence of Λ. That is, given x and η we calculate the radius. But we can adopt another point of view for this relation. Imagine a spherical configuration characterized by a constant mass M . In analogy to a thermodynamical reversible process, the configuration may pass from one state of virial equilibrium to another following the curve ̟ − η, that is, satisfying the condition I = 0. Clearly, there must be some final temperature η ⋆ when this process ends since the temperature cannot increase indefinitely. But of course since the virial equations are not dynamical we cannot know which stage is the final one. If we assume that the effects of Λ are negligible when η = η ⋆ , then using Eqs (26) and (27) we get
This is an equation for the temperature
For a hydrogen cloud (µ = m proton ), we then write the mass-temperature relation using Eqs. (22) and (25) as
Note that this expression maintains the same dependence of the standard mass-temperature relation derived from the virial theorem, i.e, T ∝ M 2/3 (see [29] or equation (71) of this paper). However the meaning of (30) is different from that of typical mass temperature relations since (30) is associated to the temperature that a system acquires in the final stage after after going through some reversible processes which took the system through successive states of virial equilibrium with constant mass from a radius R vir (0) to a radius R vir (η ⋆ ) or vice versa. On the other hand, the mass-temperature relation like Eq. (71) of this paper relates the temperature of any configuration in equilibrium with its observed mass at constant density. In that context one considers only one equilibrium state and the cosmological constant enters just as corrections. As a final remark on Eq. (23), we discuss a result which formally coincides with the virial radius R vir (0) derived from the Schwarszchild de-Sitter spacetime [15] , but whose physical meaning is quite different. The Schwarzschild-de Sitter metric takes the form
Now in contrast to (21) we have
with µ the mass of the object giving rise to the Schwarzschild-de Sitter metric (in Eq. (21) M is the mass of the total conglomeration whereas here we consider µ as the mass of its average member). Choosing the affine parameter as the proper time τ the equation of motion of a test-body can be cast in a form similar to the corresponding equations from non-relativistic classical mechanics.
where E is a conserved quantity and U eff is the effective potential, defined by
For simplicity we are have chosen here the angular momentum L to be zero. With L zero or not, U eff displays a local maximum below zero due to Λ = 0 forming a potential barrier. This is to say, the standard local minimum where we find all the bounded orbits is now followed by a local maximum after which U eff goes to −∞. With Λ = 0 this function approaches zero asymptotically. One is immediately tempted to say that this barrier will occur at cosmological distances. This is not the case and one calculates
Mpc.
In other words, the combination of the large scale r Λ with the small scale R s gives us a distance of astrophysical relevance, namely r max . Its relevance lies in te fact that beyond r max there are no bound orbits. Indeed, with µ the solar mass, r max is of the order of a globular cluster extension (70 pc); with µ as the mass of globular cluster, r max comes out to be of the order of the size of a galaxy (10 kpc), and finally taking µ to be the mass of a galaxy, r max gives the right length scale of a galaxy cluster (1 Mpc). Certainly, the value of the extension of a large astrophysical body is the result of a multi-body interaction. But with the actual values of r max , it appears as if the length scale (we emphasize that we are concerned hare about scales and not precise numbers) of an astrophysical conglomeration is approximately r max , which apparently means that this scale does not change drastrically when going from a two body problem to a multi-body calculation. This makes sense if the object under consideration is not too dense. We can now say that whereas M in R vir (0) (via r s ) is the mass of the object, µ in Eq. (33) is the mass of its members. Clearly, we have R vir (0) ≪ r max , but both scales are of astrophysical order of magnitude. A result related to (24) derived in the framework of general relativity can be found in [34] .
Non-constant density
The examination of configurations with non-constant densities can be done in two directions. Knowing the density profile ρ(r), we can set up the virial equation and evaluate the equilibrium conditions from the inequality (14) . In this picture, the effects of Λ are included in the solution for the potential Φ as in Eq. (2) 
where ρ c is the central density, r = aξ, ρ(r) = ρ c ψ n (ξ) with ψ(0) = 1, ψ ′ (0) = 0 and a is the associated Jeans length defined as a ≡ κ(n + 1)
It is important to notice that in this picture the expected effects of Λ are to be found in the behavior of the density profile since now Eq. (36) implies that its solution is also function of the parameter ζ c . Some effects of Λ are contained in the total mass and the radius of the configuration which is reached when ψ(ξ 1 ) = 0. Hence (36) implies
Note that the radius of the configuration is now proportional to r Λ . This is due to the fact that Λ sets a scale for length. However, this does not mean that R will be always of the order r Λ as Λ is also contained in the expression in the square brackets in Eq. (38) . We will show this below in a concrete example. Since Λ is a new constant scale the Lane-Emden equation loses some of its scaling properties as explained in [12] . The mass of the configuration can be determined as usual with,
where we used Eq. (36) for the second equality. The total mass is then obtained by evaluating the last expression at ξ = ξ 1 . As expected, the mass increases because the Newtonian gravity has to be stronger in order for the configuration to be in equilibrium with Λ = 0. Figure 2 shows the numerical solutions for n = 1 to n = 5. We expect that the radius of the configuration is increased by the contribution of ζ c and find it confirmed in the figures. However, not always is the radius of the configuration well defined, even if n < 5. For sizeable values of ζ c (black line) we cannot find physical solutions of Eq. (36) as the function ψ acquires a positive slope. One might be tempted to claim that the radius of the configuration could be defined in these situations as the position where ψ has its first minimum, but as can be seen for n = 3 such a radius would be smaller than the radius with ζ c → 0 which contradicts the behaviour shown for the other solutions where ξ(ζ c = 0) > ξ(ζ c = 0). As already mentioned above this is the correct hierarchy between the radii because large ζ c gives rise to a large external force pulling at the matter. The numerical solutions show that for relatively large values of ζ c , only n = 1 has a well defined radius. In this case the effect of Λ is a 13% increase of the matter extension as compared to ζ c = 0. As we increase the polytropic index, ζ c ≈ 10 −1 leads to non-physical solutions while the effect with bigger values of ζ c becomes visible only for n = 3. For instance, ζ c ≈ 10 −3 results in a radius which is 17% bigger than the corresponding value with ζ c → 0. The combination n = 4 and ζ c ≈ 10
also leads to a non-physical solution. whereas the radius of the case ζ c ≈ 10 −4 displays a difference of 13% as compared to ζ c → 0. Finally, for n = 5, the only physical solutions are obtained for the lowest values of ζ c where ψ ′ < 0 This case is particularly interesting as with Λ = 0 it is often used a a viable phenomenological parametrization of densities [23, 35] . The solution has an asymptotic behaviour as r −a which has been also found in LSB galaxies de Blok at al. 2004). With Λ = 0 the n = 5 seems less appealing as the matter is diluted. For all values of n, the difference between ζ c = 10 −5 and 10 −7 is negligible.
Analytical solutions of (36) can be found for n = 0, 1 and n = 5 if Λ = 0. For n → ∞, the polytropic equation of state reduces to the equation of state of the isothermal sphere P = κρ. As an example, for Λ = 0, we can write the analytical solution in the case n = 1 as The radius is R = aξ 1 , where ξ 1 is the solution of the transcendental equation
In the first order of ζ c one finds
Equation (41) also implies that there exists some ζ crit such that for ζ c ≥ ζ crit , we cannot find a real solution for ξ 1 . Approximately this gives
which, provided the overall density is not too big, is better that ρ ≥ 2ρ vac which is a result from the general inequality (16) for ρ = const and spherical symmetry. Finally, we can calculate the contribution of Λ to the total energy of the object. Generalizing the results found in [22] we obtain
from which we infer that the correction is very small in this case. At the end of this section we would like to summarize the findings from Fig. 2 . In table 1 we write the ratio ξ 1 (Λ = 0)/ξ 1 (Λ = 0) for the same ratios ζ c and polytropic index as in Fig. 2 . The horizontal line represents a non-defined radius. The symbol ∞ indicates that the radius is defined only asymptotically in case of Λ = 0 
Nonspherical configurations 4.1 Rotating configurations
As emphasized already before, the effect of Λ can get enhanced for non-spherical objects. This happens when the vacuum energy gets multiplied by a ratio of two length scales l 1 and l 2 and we end up with expressions like ρ vac (l 1 /l 2 ) n . For instance, for ellipsoidal configurations the geometrical parameter A entering among others the inequality (16) 
where the eccentricity 1 e is e 2 = 1 − a for the prolate case. The behaviour of A obl and A pro is shown in figure 4.1. It is clear that for very flat astrophysical objects we can gain in this way several orders of magnitude of enhancement of the effect of Λ if A is a factor of attached to ρvac. Needless to say that we often encounter in the universe flat objects like elliptical galaxies, spiral disk galaxies, clusters of galaxies of different forms and finally superclusters which can have the forms of pancakes. Of course, the more dilute the system is, the bigger the effect of Λ. We can expect sizeable effects for clusters and superclusters, even for very flat galaxies. Regarding the latter, low density galaxies like the nearly invisible galaxies are among other the best candidates. A convenient way to model almost all flat shaped objects is to consider ellipsoids which in the limit of flattened spheroids can be considered as disks. There are three different kinds of elliptical configurations, characterized by three semi-axes a 1 = a, a 2 = b and a 3 = c: oblate , with a = b < c, prolate with a = b > c and triaxial systems with a > b > c. Here the tensor virial equation provides a tool to determine which of these geometries are compatible with the virial equilibrium. Considering the case Λ = 0 and ρ =constant, or spheroids with confocal density distribution whose isodensity surfaces are similar concentric ellipsoids [35, 36] i.e.
the oblate ellipsoid (MacLaurin) emerges as a solution of the virial equations with a bifurcation point to a triaxial Jacobi ellipsoid [37] . We can view the virial equation without Λ as a homogeneous equation. Switching on Λ = 0 this becomes an inhomogeneous equation whose right hand side is proportional to ρ vac . It is therefore a priori not clear if in the case of Λ = 0 we can draw the same conclusions as with Λ = 0. Let us assume a configuration which is rotating with constant angular velocity around the z axis. Neglecting the internal motions, the Λ-tensor virial Eq. (6) for such a configuration is This set of equations can be resolved for the angular velocity:
The same expression holds if we make the replacement W xx → W yy and I xx → I yy on the right hand side of (49). We can also eliminate Ω 2 rot from these expressions to arrive at the condition This happens if the density is constant or for a confocal ellipsoid with the density given in (46). Hence this is not different from the Λ = 0 case. However, the bifurcation point to a triaxial system will get affected by Λ [38] . Furthermore, the explicit calculation of this bifurcation point will now depend also on the details of the density profile even if we take the latter to be as in Eq. (46). This is a direct consequence of a 'pre-existing' density scale ρ vac . For a homogeneous configuration we have
N ii | and A ii are defined in Eq. (17) . For an oblate configuration they can be calculated in terms of the eccentricity e = 1 − a 2 /c 2 to give [35] A xx = A yy = 4 3
arcsin e e − 1 − e 2 −1
,
.
Furthermore we have
Using these expressions, we write the constant angular velocity for an oblate ellipsoid from the first line of equation Eq. (51) as
where Ω 0 corresponding to the angular velocity when Λ = 0 is given by the Maclaurin formula
The function g(e) defined through Eq. (51) can also be calculated with explicit dependence on the eccentricity as
As is evident from the above equations, Λ has a twofold effect on the angular velocity. Firstly, it reduces the angular velocity with respect to the value Ω 0 especially at the local maximum (see Figure 3) . This is not a small effect and can affect even galaxies. Secondly, we see from Eq. (55) that Ω 0 → 0 for e → 1.
On the other hand
approaching 1 for a very flat oblate configuration and not too dense matter. Therefore, beyond the local maximum in Ω rot the cosmological constant causes a steeper fall of Ω rot towards 0. Another relevant interesting quantity which can be calculated in this context is the ratio of the rotational over the gravitational energy contributions to the scalar virial equations, i.e., R/|W N |. In accordance with Eq. (55) the latter can be written as
The effects on β are therefore similar to the the ones encountered in Ω rot (see also Figures 3) . Finally, on account of P > 0 we can infer from the virial equations with ρ =const the following inequality
which together with (58) results in an inequality for the density of an ellipsoidal configuration:
For e → 0, we have A → 2Ã, while for e → 1, A →Ã, and A ≥Ã. Therefore the above inequality is slightly weaker than the bound given in (16) . Nevertheless it is useful since it it derived directly from a different starting point (P > 0) than (16) which is based on K > 0.
Mean mass-weighted rotational velocity
Not always the deviation from spherical symmetry guarantees that the effect of Λ on observables is sizeable. This depends on the context and also which scales we compare. If we compare ρ vac to densities, the quantities A and A ii defined in Eq. (16) are for flattened objects large enough to enhance the effect of Λ. If r Λ is combined with the Schwarzschild radius r s to give r max as in Eq. (24), the result is still of astrophysical relevance. But if we had to compare one of the axes of an ellipsoid to r Λ (i.e. a i /r Λ ) the effect would be negligible unless the extension a i is bigger than Mpc (clusters and superclusters) and the small ratio a i /r Λ is comparable to another small quantity of the same order of magnitude entering the equation under consideration. This happens for instance if we generalize a result (discussed [35] ) on a mass-weighted mean-square rotation speed v 0 of an ellipsoidal object to include Λ. Assume that due to symmetry properties of the object the only relevant components of the tensors in the tensor virial equations are xx and zz. We then obtain
If the only motion is a rotation about the z axis we have T zz = 0 and we can solve for T xx as
Using Eqs. (5), (6) and (8), the quantities entering our equation can be parametrized in the following way
where v 2 0 is the mass weighted mean angular velocity, σ 0 is the mass-weighted mean-square random velocity in the x direction and δ 0 measures the anisotropy in Π ii . If δ 0 is of the order of one, it suffices to compare σ 2 0 with ΛI xx /3M . If both are of the same order of magnitude, the effect of Λ is nonnegligible. Since v 0 and σ 0 are of the same order of magnitude and v 0 is non-relativistic, we can assume that σ 0 < 10 −2 . The quantity ΛI xx /3M can be estimated to be (a 1 /r Λ ) 2 . Hence if a i ∼ 1Mpc, v 0 (σ 0 ) has to be truly non-relativistic and of the the order of 10 −6 to gain an appreciable effect of Λ. This improves if a i is one order of magnitude bigger which is possible for large galaxy clusters. The velocities have to be then at most 10 −4 . In these cases we have to keep Λ and while solving (63) for v 
Note that if Λ cannot be neglected
is not only a function of the eccentricity for ellipsoids with the density give in (46), but depends also on the details of the matter density as the latter does not cancel. Using almost the same set-up as above, we can use equation (18) to establish a relation betweenv 0 , the mass M and the geometry of the object which we choose below to be oblate. After straightforward algebra we obtain
Since this relation is derived from (18) which in turn is based on the assumption of Λ = 0 it is only valid for non-zero cosmological constant albeit the latter does not enter the expression. Note the enhancement factor (a 1 /a 3 ) 2 .
Other effects of Λ for non-rotating configurations
We can now derive other relevant quantities from the scalar Λ-virial theorem applied to homogeneous ellipsoidal configurations. In this section we will not consider rotating configurations, but systems with kinetic energy coming from internal motions. We will focus again on ellipsoidal, oblate and prolate, geometries. As in the preceding section the relevant quantity here is the function A written for both configurations in equation (45).
Critical mass: Consider the stability criteria for a homogeneous cloud with mass M and internal mean velocity v in mechanical equilibrium with the background with pressure P (see [39] ). The system will collapse under it's own gravity (P < 0) if its mass is greater than a critical mass M c . With cosmological constant, this critical mass is increased with respect to its value M c0 when Λ = 0, which is expected, since now there is an external force associated to Λ that acts against Newtonian gravity and hence the collapse can be postponed. By using the scalar virial theorem (12) and setting P = 0 as the criterion for the onset of instability, we can write for arbitrary geometry This expression is valid for any geometry. However, we pointed out already that spherical symmetry implies A = 2 and the effect is suppressed. Some numerical values can be considered by writing v 2 = 3k B T /m p for a hydrogen cloud with T ≈ 500 K and radius R ≈ 10pc. One then has
which represents a very tiny correction to the critical mass M c0 for a spherically symmetric object. On the other hand, for ellipsoidal configurations with the same temperature, we have
in the e → 1 approximation for oblate and prolate configurations, respectively. We have set c = 10a for the prolate case and Ω vac = 0.7. For an oblate ellipsoid with a ≈ 50 kpc, one has δM ≈ 0.15 while for the prolate ellipsoid with c ≈ 50, δM ≈ 10 2 . Mean velocity and Mass-Temperature relation. By virtue of the scalar Λ-virial theorem, we can also write down the mass-temperature relation for an astrophysical structure. Note first that using K = (12) we have for Λ = 0 the standard expression for the mean velocity
where the second equality applies to the constant density case. Clearly, with Λ = 0 the mean velocity cannot become zero. Let us contrast it to the case with Λ > 0. One obtains
As can been seen from (70) the mean velocity in the ellipsoidal configurations is decreased because of the Λ-external force. A drastic effect of the cosmological constant could be reached for the geometrical factor A approaching the critical value A crit = ρ/ρ vac which is possible for very flat objects. In the extreme the mean velocity can go to zero 2 Together with inequality (16), the result in Eq. (70) tells us that the temperature , T ∝ v 2 of the objects is very small if the objects is above the limit to reach equilibrium (the square bracket in Eq. (70) is then very small). This is a qualitative conclusion based in the presence of non-zero cosmological constant. For ellipsoidal configurations, this defines also a maximum value for the eccentricity e max given ρ or vice-versa, i.e, a minimum value for the density ρ min given e, through the relation ρ min = A(e max )ρ vac . The bahavior of e max is shown in Fig. 5 as a function of ρ vac /ρ. Galactic clusters with ρ vac /ρ ≈ 0.1 may have a vanishing mean velocity for e max → 1 in the oblate case and e max ≈ 0.92 in the prolate case. If the density is smaller, a vanishing mean velocity can be reached for non so flat objects. Spherical configurations have v 2 → 0 for ρ ≈ 2ρ vac . Since the mean velocity is proportional to the temperature, ρ = M/V , Eq. (70) represents also a mass-temperature relation. Hence the results for the mean velocity squared are also applicable to the temperature of the configuration. For instance, we can write Eq. (69) for a cosmological structure, say a galactic cluster, by writing its density as resulting from a perturbation δρ from the background density of the universe ρ b (t) as ρ gc = ρ b (t)(1 + δ(t)), where δ(t) = δρ(t)/ρ b (t). Equation (70) allows us to determine the temperature of the cluster at a given cosmic time t as
F (e) = a
where a(t) is the scale factor and µ is the mass of average components of the cluster. Equation (71) assumes a flat universe Ω matter + Ω vac = 1. This result is a generalization of a result derived in [29] valid for spherical geometry. In that case one recovers the typical mass temperature relation T ∝ M 2/3 mantaining ρ constant. Although this has the same dependence as in equation (30), the meaning is different since (71) for A = 2 computes the temperature of a certain galactic cluster at some redshift given its mass while equation (30) is associated to a reversible process where a configuration passes from T = 0 to some final T ⋆ through states of virial equilibrium mantaining a constant mass.
Small oscillations in the Newton-Hooke spacetime
The stability condition of Newtonian configurations against oscillations can be also derived from the second order virial equation by expanding the periodic Lagrangian perturbations ξ(r, t) = ξ(r)e iωt with oscillation frequency ω. For simplicity, we will consider a rotational configuration without internal motions. By assuming adiabatic perturbations, the variational form of the second order virial equation (6) is written as (see [27, 40, 41] )
where Γ = (∂ ln P/∂ ln ρ) s is the adiabatic index governing the adiabatic perturbations. For polytropic e.o.s we have γ = Γ, of course. The Lagrangian displacement is constrained with the boundary conditions i), ξ = 0 at r = 0 and ii) ξ must be finite at the surface. The boundary conditions are required to solve the equation of motion for ξ resulting from perturbing Euler's equation (the Sturm-Liouville eigenvalue equation). Let us consider radial oscillations which are adequate for spherical systems and for small deviation from spherical symmetry. By assuming a general trial function for the Lagrangian displacement ξ = f (r)r satisfying the boundary conditions and taking the trace in Eq. (72), we can solve for frequency of the oscillation about equilibrium
where we have assumed Γ = constant throughout the configuration and we have defined in analogy to Eq. (16) the quantities
In Eq. (74) ̺ is a parameter with units of density, and
together with B ≡ R/|W |. The critical adiabatic index is written as
such that for Γ < Γ crit instability sets in and the system becomes unstable while perturbed. From Eq. (73), we see that through the inclusion of the cosmological constant we (the system) are forced to choose a bigger adiabatic index. In the simplest case, when f (r) = r, we have W → W, I → I, B → β. Furthermore, for ρ =constant, we get A → A and ̺ = ρ. The stability condition then becomes
The spherical symmetry which we assumed compels us to write the ratio β for low eccentricities or to parametrize it in terms of the total angular momentum of the configuration. In the first approximation, at low eccentricities the ratio β given in (58) takes the form
This equation is useful if we want to calculate a small, but peculiar effect. Insisting that Γ is very close to 4/3 we can convert the stability condition Γ > Γ crit into a condition on eccentricity, namely e > e min ≡ 3.35 1 + 5
where ε ≡ 4 3 − Γ measures a small departure from the critical value 4/3. For the specific case ε = 0, we conclude that the eccentricity must be such that e min < e ≪ 1 with which is clearly valid only for large densities, say for ρ ≥ 10 3 ρ vac . This imposes a range for the eccentricity e crit < e ≪ 1 for stability under radial perturbations. For completely spherical configurations with constant density, we can write β = Ω 2 rot /4πρ. Figure 5 shows the behavior of the critical adiabatic index as a function of β for different values of ζ = 2ρ vac /ρ. The largest deviation is for low densities as expected. For non rotating configurations, the stability criteria is simply given by 
If we work with a constant density profile, the choice of another trial function satisfying the boundary conditions mentioned before will not play a role in the above expressions since A → A = 2 for any f (r).
Related results regarding the adiabatic index in cosmologies with non-zero Λ have been obtained in the relativistic frame work in [42] .
Conclusions
In the present work we investigated in detail the astrophysical relevance of the cosmological constant for equilibrium configurations. Using the tensor and scalar virial equations and the Lane-Emden equation we could show that many astrophysical facets get modified by Λ. The second aspect concerns the fact that Λ introduces new relevant scales (these scales would be zero if Λ = 0) like the maximal virial volume defined by the maximal virial radius (24) and the maximal extension of bound orbits given in Eq. (35) . It is often assumed that superclusters with densities ∼ ρ crit are not in equilibrium. With the inequality (16) we have a precise tool to quantify this statement. Indeed, the pancake structure of the superclusters lead us to the conclusionthat they are even far away from the equilibrium state due to the factor A which grows with the object's flatness. On the other hand, relatively low density objects can still reach equilibrium (even if A = 2 for the spherical case, the density of the object has to be only twice as large as ρ vac , i.e, 1.4ρ crit ). There is nothing which could, in pronciple, prevent a relatively low density object to be in equilibrium This is not only a result obtained from the virial equations with Λ, but follows also from hydrostatic equilibrium with the inclusion of Λ [12] . It is then natural to put forward the question how the shape of such objects affect their properties as compared to the case without Λ. For instance, if ρ/ρ vac = 10 and e ∼ 0.9, the angular velocity is reduced approximately 30% with respect to its value with Λ = 0 (Ω rot = 0.7Ω 0 ). Other effects discussed in the text are the mean velocity (see Fig. 5 ) and the adiabatic index (see Fig. 6 ). To be specific let us takje an example of a very low density object, ρ = 2.566ρ crit . This object is still virialized as long as its eccentricity is e < 0.5. Approaching e → 0.5 the mean velocity (temperature) goes to zero until finally beyond 0.5 the objects ceases to be in equilibrium.
To highlight some quantities which get affected let us mention the polytropic index n and the angular velocity. Low-density objects with ρ ∼ 20ρ crit an index n > 1.5 becomes unphysical as the the conglomeration of matter does not have a definite finite radius. Taken together with the results of section five on stability against small oscillations this implies that the adiabatic index γ from the equation of state P ∝ ρ γ gets restricted for these densities in a rather strong way, namely by 1.33 < γ < 1.66. For higher densities the effect grows with n. For instance, for ρ ∼ 10 4 ρ crit , n = 5 is an unacceptable solution due to the lack of a finite extension. For non-spherical configurations we could show an effect of Λ on angular velocities, the mean velocity of the component of the astrophysical object and on the critical mass, again for densities one and two orders of magnitude above the critical one. We think that the work can be generalized in various ways. For instance, to generalize the virial equations to be able to differentiate between different models of dark energy mentioned at the beginning. Another aspect is to look into the Lane-Emden equation for non-spherical geometries [12, 43] . Here we concentrated on the equilibrium condition of already virialized matter. The collapse of matter in an accelerated universe with dark energy has been considered in [44] .
